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Seasons greeting to all! I hope you had a wonderful Thanksgiving and are feeling gratitude leading into 
the Holidays! For many, this season can be full of stress and perhaps conflicts. But, this can also be the 
most wonderful time of the year with family and friends. Thus, I would like to encourage you to embrace 
a spirit of gratitude and hope!  
 
As we reflect on our year as mediators, professionals, parents, children, siblings, spouses, humans, etc., I 
challenge you to view each of those roles, collectively and individually, with a deep sense of gratitude. 
For me, it is a privilege to wear many distinct hats. I wake up each day hopeful to do the best I can in 
each of these roles. I am so thankful that I can be the mediator that helps keeps the parties out of a trial. 
I feel gratitude that I can teach professionals how to become mediators.  I feel grateful that I can take 
care of my aging parents and be there for my husband. I know you too feel gratitude for the many 
blessings and hats you wear in your life as well. Please take a moment to think of all the wonderful 
things you are capable of doing and being each day, and say thank you, thank you, thank you!  
 
It is a privilege to be in a community that aims to help people through conflicts—to show others there is 
hope. Whether you are doing this in a board room or at the holiday table, keep up the great work and 
be thankful that you have the skills to help bring peace to our world.  
 
During this Holiday season, let’s appreciate the sparkles of life and enjoy the twinkling lights all around 
us. Why? Because, hope exists in all the twinkles. Hope for a new year. Gratitude of life. However, in our 
spirit of gratefulness and reflection, I am also thankful for the challenges of the past year. I feel this way 
because I would not be as thankful for all that I have now without them. As you know, it takes a little bit 
of darkness to see the bright lights of hope. Take a moment to think of the challenges that have turned 
into blessings for you. Focus on feeling profound gratitude for all you have, while absorbing the joyful 
twinkles all around you right now. Perhaps, the sighs of relief from parties that just settled a case, the 
smell of cookies baking, the great happiness of being with your family, or the smiles of friends at your 
holiday festivities. The spirit of hope is ever present, always.  
 
Next year, the twinkling lights I am most looking forward to experiencing are the peaceful, glittering 
lights on Lake Travis at the Lakeway Resort & Spa for our annual TAM Conference 2020! We have an 
incredible line-up of world-class speakers, a special live-music reception, our first book sale, and so 
much more! I can’t wait! Lastly, thank you for allowing me to serve as your TAM president! I am 
eternally grateful for our TAM Board, our conference co-chairs, and each of you!   
 
Wishing you Happy Holidays full of love, gratitude, and hope! See you soon in Austin!  
 
 
 
 


